2001 ford expedition heater core hose diagram

The heater supply hose would come from or near the thermostat location. This video goes over
how to replace a leaking heater core line on your late model 90s early s ford f I have a leak that
just started somewhere between the passenger side manifold and the firewall i cant see exactly
where its coming from but as soon as it builds pressure it sprays the manifold which causes it
to steam. Heater hose pipe. Ford heater hose quick connect release how. Diy thermostat
replacement ford 42l v6 f youtube size. Nope is it a proper repair. You can do it yourself on the.
Replace heater hose on a ford f answered by a verified ford mechanic we use cookies to give
you the best possible experience on our website. Select your vehicles submodel to continue.
Coolant line diagram anybody have or knows of a link for a diagram of the coolant lines around
the heater core v10 4x4. The engine heaters that go into a heater hose should be plumbed into
the hose that goes to the water pump with the arrow pointing at it in most cases. Dorman f75zaa
info. Pressed in block behind water pump. By continuing to use this site you consent to the use
of cookies on your device as described in our cookie policy unless you have disabled them. We
have the best products at the right price. Need a diagram of where all the hoses go on the
motor. Is this the ford correct way. Ford f 4 6 liter heater hose diagram. Heater core f
replacement. Yes the hose going into the water pump would be the return from the heater. It is a
97 ford f 42 v6 answered by a verified ford mechanic we use cookies to give you the best
possible experience on our website. Heater hose assy underbody whigh output only 1
remaining motorcraft kt Yes and anyone can do this not everyone could pull the intake and get
it all back together. Choose for me to minimize cost. Equip cars trucks suvs with ford f hose
heater from autozone. Post a Comment. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Log in or Sign up. Ford
Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to
our use of cookies. Learn More. Jan 22, at AM 1. I am hoping it is just a hose. Tried some stop
leak which didn't seem to do any good. Figured I better fix it instead of clogging things up by
trying more stop leak. Searched for heater hose diagram on here and struck out. I tried to
identify the culprit but the hoses seem just out of view on the rear of the engine on the
passenger side. The small part of them I can see from above show no sign of leakage and
underneath I cant identify the location since it is just running along some parts and dripping off
the lowest point somewhere around where the tranny mates up to the engine. Since i have heat
and no coolant smell in the cabin I am thinking and hoping its just a hose and outside the
firewall. Right now it only leaks sometimes. Seems to be related to ambient temp. Guess
something hopefully rubber, not metal is expanding or contracting and letting the fluid out.
About once a week I need to add about a half a gallon to the reservoir. I put the stuff i need to do
a bypass in the car in case something blows before I get it repaired. Jan 22, at AM 2. Posts: 5,
Likes Received: 1, Joined: Nov 23, Well's here a thought! If you know what hose it is, why not
go by a dealership, or parts store, and purchase said hose. If its a straight piece of coolant
hose, why not pull it, bring it to your local parts store, measure inside diameter, buy a hunk of
hose. Unless I'm missing something in your post, like you live in the boonies, and don't have
another vehicle to chase parts, seems like an easy fix. Sent from my N using Tapatalk. Jan 23, at
AM 3. Don't know which one it is yet, or of course I would just go buy it and put it on. Was
looking for some info. Guess I didn't explain it very well. Jan 23, at PM 4. Well the proper way to
do your hose pressure test, as we've stated in the past, is to pressurise tank, observe for leak,
done deal. Stant makes a nice one, is what I've used, or have a shop do. Otherwise your chasing
your tail. Jan 24, at AM 5. Yeah, that's what I am going to have to do. When I was at Autozone
buying the stop leak a while back, they gave me a pressure kit to test it right there. I couldn't
seem to make it work. Was pretty sure I had the right cap, but the thing wouldn't build up any
pressure. I didn't have enough time to mess around with it and figure out why it wasn't working.
I will try that again, if I strike out, I will just start taking the hoses off until I find it. Never had a
leak like this I couldn't find within two minutes. Jan 24, at AM 6. Sometimes you develop a small,
or pinhole leak, that only shows itself under pressure. You might want to have a small local
shop pressurise your system for you. Removing an old hose, then replacing it, is trouble just
waiting to happen. If your going to replace hoses, replace all of them. As stated in another post,
Its advisable to replace all heater hoses every years. The exception would be silicone hoses but
those are usually for performance vehicles. Jan 28, at AM 7. Posts: 15 Likes Received: 5 Joined:
Aug 1, Jan 28, at AM 8. This the rigid hose you are talking about? But I didn't climb on top of the
motor to get a good enough view. Between being busy and the fact we aren't supposed to be
working on cars in the apartment parking lot, If the intake has to come off I will probably skip
the risk of something going wrong and the job turning into something I cant deal with in the
parking lot and end up having it towed to the shop anyway. The good news about that is I found
a local shop that seems to be honest and reasonable, I figure that's as good as it gets for a

mechanic. They did my fuel pump a couple weeks ago. Hopefully will be able to get into it later
in the week. Jan 28, at AM 9. Jan 28, at PM Last edited: Jan 28, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? F climate control system automobile accessories pdf manual download. Heater hose
spark plug wire routing ford f forum munity heater hose spark plug wire routing. This is a image
galleries about f hoses diagram you can also find other images like wiring diagram parts
diagram replacement parts electrical diagram repair manuals engine diagram engine scheme
wiring harness fuse box vacuum diagram timing belt timing chain brakes diagram transmission
diagram and engine problems. You can do it yourself on the. Ford f radiator diagram wiring
diagram ford f cooling system diagram wiring diagrams schematicparts genuine factory oem
ford. Rockauto ships auto parts and body parts from over manufacturers to customers doors
worldwide all at warehouse prices. Then connect the radiatorheater core pressure tester to the
adapter. Ford f climate control system workshop manual. Yes and anyone can do this not
everyone could pull the intake and get it all back together. Diy thermostat replacement ford 42l
v6 f youtube size. Nope is it a proper repair. Ford f 4 6 liter heater hose diagram. The leak in this
case was caused by a old connecter that was unable to hold a. This video goes over how to
replace a leaking heater core line on your late model 90s early s ford f Easy to use parts catalog.
Heat level is equivalent to having the knob at the 11 oclock position when in full hot. My f is not
putting out the heat that it used to. I also have a problem with the distribution door switching to
defrost from floor when im going up a hill. Connect the mm 4 inch test heater water hoses with
plug and adapter to the core tubes. Garden Hose Mart Part Heater Hose Diagram Facias. Post a
Comment. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About
Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

